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02  |  Vision

Vision

We believe that every person is valuable and can make a big 
difference. Therefore, we want to inspire people of every nationality 
and offer them the opportunity to realise their own ideas, promote 
progress and make good things happen. Through networking, they 
can become part of a founding community connected by a strong 
network.

“ “
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Mission 

10CT's mission is to bring ideas 
with great value to life in a 
sustainable way. We promote 
projects, scout new ones and 
assemble the best team of 
developers and marketers to bring 
visions to life. We are passionate 
about blockchain and its potential 
to change the world. 

With each new project, we want to 
sustainably promote our community. 
Through their participation in our growing, 
strong international community, they 
deserve a special added value as a thank 
you. We want to show our appreciation for 
their commitment by making each new 
project a unforgettable experience for all 
involved.

“
“
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Experts

These guys have been in touch with cryptocurrency from different 
perspectives and they’re all over a range of industries, which makes 
them uniquely qualified to teach others, about what it really means 
for business! Their enthusiasm is contagious - you‘ll be excited after 
meeting these inspirational personalities firsthand at community 
meetings.
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“For years now we‘ve weekly meet-ups as one group at 10CT, where 
ideas get kicked around among ourselves or discuss market trends 
together. But if there is anything significant going to happen, within 
our community, then I‘m pretty confident that‘s not going to happen 
without some serious brainstorming sessions first.”

“ “
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10CT is an international team comprised of 
10 individuals who have founded a Crypto 
Tank to promote sustainable projects with 
strong values and great utilities. Currently, 
the team has 6 projects in the works, with a 
new project launching after each sellout. 
The first project being promoted is "The 
Moon Society", with three Batches and a 
minimum NFT release of 10 000 NFTs per 
Batch. 


At 10CT, we believe in the power of 
community and collaboration to drive 
positive change in the world. Our team is 
dedicated to identifying and supporting 
innovative projects that align with our 
values and have the potential to make a 
real impact.

Through our Crypto Tank, we aim to 
empower creators and entrepreneurs 
to bring their ideas to life, while also 
providing community members with 
the opportunity to support projects 
they believe in. By leveraging the 
benefits of blockchain technology, we 
hope to create a more transparent and 
equitable ecosystem for all “10CT 
Golden Ticket” holder.
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THE MOON SOCIETY




Project Type: 

NFT ART



Collection: 

3 x 10 000



Rewards for 10CT Golden 
Ticket holders:



10% of all gains from this 
project are equally 
distributed to 10CT Golden 
Ticket holders.

THE  PANDEMIC BUSTERS




Project Type: 

NFT ART



Collection: 

3 x 10 000



Rewards for Golden Ticket

holders:



10% of all gains from this 
project are equally 
distributed to 10CT Golden 
Ticket holders.

after selloutafter selloutafter selloutafter sellout

To be announced (TBA)




Project Type: 

NFT ART



Collection: 

3 x 10 000



Rewards for Golden Ticket

holders:



10% of all gains from this 
project are equally 
distributed to 10CT Golden 
Ticket holders.

To be announced (TBA)




Project Type: 

NFT ART



Collection: 

3 x 10 000



Rewards for Golden Ticket

holders:



10% of all gains from this 
project are equally 
distributed to 10CT Golden 
Ticket holders.

TRSH/ SHRDR/ RCYCL




Project Type: 
Cryptocurrency & NFT ART



Collection: 

TBA



Rewards for Golden Ticket

holders:



To be announced (TBA)
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The funds from  
10CT are planned 
for the following 
activities: 

27,5% will be 

used for marketing

35% are for operative uses

10CT  |  Tokenomics

12,5% are  
team rewards

25% will be used 

to invest in new projects
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The gain reward (up to 10%) from all powered projects is set to be distributed 
equally, every 6 months amongst the holders of 10CT Golden Tickets. These 
loyal followers will receive preset rewards from every successful project 10CT 
powers, through an allotted claim system on our smart contract! 



Important: 

One claim per wallet is possible only if there is a 10 CT Golden Ticket in the 
wallet. Wallets with multiple Golden Tickets will receive 0 claim opportunities.

10CT Golden Ticket holders have additional multiple advantages 
in all 10CT powered projectsX

l extra reward (depending on projectG
l one week pre-access to get the chance to be whitelisteM
l airdropD
l additional community access to 10CT special eventD
l access to all community events of all 10CT powered eventD
l free ice tea on all community eventD
l access to Golden Ticket discord channeA
l one safe video call with at least one of the official 10CT crew 

members, to pitch the next possible 10CT powered project
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WoodenHound

10CT  
Founder

CREW MEMBERCOMPANY

0xm00nb0i 

DanBzl

DatCrypt

0xAntiLemming

VanDeRex Atika Supernova

 Mr.DeForět MadApe

Digital Allrounder

Fundamental Analyst

G0xse

Discord Manager

Lead Developer 

Developer 

Developer

Marketing

Marketing

Marketing

Design

Operations Manager


10CT Consulting Holding UG (haftungsbeschraenkt)  
is a registered company in Germany. 
(Amtsgericht Ludwigshafen HRB 68130)
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10CT

https://www.10ct.io/

TMS

https://themoonsociety.io/

zeitklar-sein

https://zeitklar-sein.de

https://www.10ct.io/
https://themoonsociety.io/
https://zeitklar-sein.de

